We make your
building more
efficient & safer
Intelligent systems, solutions and
products at a glance.

siemens.com/seeteam

Total Building Solutions creates added value
for a building - due to added comfort,
protection, security and energy efficiency
If you know that 80% of the total building costs only arise during the operation, it
becomes clear how important it is to understand building technology as a holistic
discipline.

Today modern buildings have to
accommodate a wide range of
stakeholders. Building owners use reliable
data to make smart decisions. Building
managers must be able to supply this
exact data. You must have a complete
overview of the building technologies at
any time, in order to be able to intervene
whenever necessary. Building users, on
the other hand, are interested in comfort,

«Where can I get
reliable data for
smart decisions?»

protection and safety. Comfortably warm
in the winter, pleasantly cool in the
summer. If it is dark outside - more light, if
the sun shines - less artificial light - in
constant interplay with the blinds. What
happens in case of an unpredictable event
like a fire? The fire alarm system detects
the fire and controls numerous other
systems - completely automatically and in
the highest possible safety.

«How can I enjoy
greater comfort,
safety and
productivity?»

«How can I
intelligently control
various building
systems?»

Owner

Fire protection

Regardless of the scenario, the most
important thing remains the smooth
interaction between all required
disciplines. This requires a great deal of
know-how from a wide range of
specializations as well as a building
management system, that allows all these
topics to be linked together as seamlessly
as possible.

Building Manager

Building automation

User

Security

Other trades

Event of fire
Fire alarm system activated

Ventilation in safety mode

Video recording running

Light on

Close fire protection doors

Close fire protection flaps

Approve escape routes

Blinds high

Voice guided evacuation

Start smoke evacuation

Swing doors in panic position

Elevators in fire position

Extinction

Escalators directed to exit

«Urbanisation» – The challenge of networking

Warmth and a safe roof over your head
stopped being enough for a long time:
The requirements for modern buildings
are steadily increasing. So it is important
to plan today›s buildings for the future, in
a way that they should also meet the
requirements of the future.

Buildings must therefore grow along with
the requirements and be integrated into
a complex network of different building
types. Also, pressure increases in many
respects: Resources are becoming
increasingly scarce, regulatory

requirements and security requirements
on the other hand are steadily increasing.
This also increases the cost pressure.
There are numerous reason therefore, to
plan exactly how buildings are to be built
in the future.

Interplay of several disciplines for the «fire» event

Security

Building automation

Other trades

Access outside business hours
Approve doors to work place

Air conditioning in comfort mode*

Video monitoring running*

Light on*
Elevator approved*

Switch off the intrusion alarm system*

Shortage of resources

Legal requirements

Safety requirements

Cost pressure
Interplay of several disciplines for the event «Access outside business hours»

* for the respective area
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Desigo

Desigo

The Building Management Platform Desigo CC
Desigo CC controls, monitors and optimizes all the systems in a building – starting
with heating, ventilation and air conditioning and also including fire protection and
safety, energy management, lighting and shading. Thanks to the open standards,
third-party components can also be integrated easily and completely.

A building management system centrally monitors and visualizes both single and
multiple disciplines. It bundles all relevant information and presents it to the operator
in a simple and clear manner. A management system or the control level in the area of
building automation is always actively in motion and represents the actual operating
station of the system. On the other hand, a security level is static: if an alarm occurs, it
must be dealt with immediately, since life or valuable assets are endangered.

Suitable for single or multiple systems

Management Level

The objectives of a building
management platform are:

l Building

l To

l Logging

l Unifies

l Trending

visualize the states of the different
systems in a building
the different operating
philosophies and operating possibilities
of the individual sub-plants

Desigo CC

l Simple

Subsystems

and intuitive presentation

l Low

learning effort with changing
operators

l Reduces

errors in the event of an alarm
by means of defined sequences and
guided alarm treatment

l Operating

the control and regulating
functions of the systems (HVAC or
access)

Desigo CC integrates and allows to be integrated
OPC DA
(data access)

E-mail, pager,
Web
text messages 3rd party services

Northbound
connectivity

monitoring			
(e.g. with video images)
the states		
(Status and Reporting)
and Energy Management
(e.g. optimization of energy
consumption)

l Alarms

and escalation of alarms

l Intelligent
l Scalable

alarm scenarios

from small buildings or
individual systems to campus solutions
for many or large buildings and various
disciplines

What makes a building management
platform such as Desigo so unique? By
combining building automation (HVAC,
room automation, energy efficiency),
building security (fire, intrusion, access
control, video surveillance, etc.) and
also the energy distribution on an
integral, continuous platform,
overlapping interactions can be
realized. For example, in the event of a
fire, in addition to the actual alarm, air
flows, escape routes, lighting, image
updates and power interruptions can
be intelligently combined, controlled
and monitored from a central,
continuous platform. This includes
classical functions such as extensive
reporting, alarms, guided alarm
handling, etc.

Mobile app Smartphones and tablets

SMS

Installed
client

Server

Front End
Processor (FEP)

Windows
app client

Web clients

Management
level

Southbound
connectivity

Fire

Intrusion

Access
control

Video

Mass
notification

Fire safety and security
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Heating/
Air
cooling handling

Shading

Lighting

Energy and comfort

Power
management

SMNP

BACnet

OPC DA

Modbus

3rd party integration

IEC
61850

Desigo CC can be used for all types of buildings - right up to cross-building control and administration.
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Desigo – a flexible system
that adapts to your needs

1.

Building management –
central and convenient

The Desigo CC integrated building management platform allows
you to control and operate one or multiple disciplines like HVAC,
lighting, shading, fire safety and security from one central
location. Its modular, user-friendly software makes operation
easy and intuitive. The Desigo Control Point embedded building
management station allows easy operation and monitoring,
creating perfect building conditions from anywhere.

In building operation today, maximum flexibility has
become a key argument for investors and tenants.
The Desigo building management platform can easily
adapt to changing requirements, offering optimized
usability and comfort, and improving performance in
a perfect place.

2.
Thermal energy

Electrical energy

High energy performance
BACS and TBM

0.70

0.87

Advanced
BACS and TBM

0.80

0.93

Standard
BACS

1.00

1.00

Non-energy-efficient
BACS

1.51

1.10

BACS
TBM

Desigo Room Automation integrates all building disciplines –
from heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) to lighting
and shading. This allows you to lower your energy consumption
and costs while increasing room comfort.

Efficiency factors

BACS efficiency classes – EN 15232

Lower energy consumption
Thanks to the energy-saving functions and user targeting,
the Grean Leaf symbol increases energy efficiency through
the energy-saving process.

1

Lighting
The lighting level is automatically adjusted to match the time
of day.
Perfect shading
Blinds are optimally adjusted to allow the use of natural light,
minimize glare and protect from the heat and the cold.

Building Automation and Control System
Technical Building Management System

An intelligent building automation system creates the ideal framework for
meeting the requirements for efficiency class A under European Standard
EN 15232, and other similar global standards. This allows offices to save
up to 30 percent thermal and up to 13 percent electrical energy compared
to efficiency class C.

2

3.

3
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Desigo™ Room Automation –
enhanced comfort and productivity

 lant automation –
P
flexibly scalable

The Desigo automation stations and operator units efficiently
control and monitor your building plants using a variety of
energy-saving functions for energy production and distribution.
Data is exchanged with room automation to make sure energy
is supplied only when needed to heat, cool or ventilate a room.
This allows the air volume flow to be optimized based on demand and the energy-efficient operation of your ventilation and
air conditioning to be enforced. At the same time, comfort
control ensures that temperature, air quality and humidity limits
are not exceeded. If inefficient operation occurs, you will be
notified automatically via the Green Leaf symbol on the management platform or room units.
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Desigo - Proven
applications - sustainability
and energy-efficiency

Desigo - Proven
applications - sustainability
and energy-efficiency
Comfort conditions
Feeling comfortable

Comfort conditions
Feeling comfortable

...

...
AirOptiControl

+
T

–
T

Wide variety of applications for
enhanced energy efficiency

RoomOptiControl: perfect room
climate, optimized energy usage

AirOptiControl: optimized
volumetric air flow saves costs

Quick and easy presentation
of energy-related information

Using Desigo™, heating, ventilation and air conditioning plants
as well as other building systems, such as lighting and shading,
can be controlled and monitored flexibly and based on demand.
Intelligent applications – tested under practical conditions –
prevent unnecessary energy usage. And since the Green Leaf of
the operating unit indicates the plant’s current state of efficiency
by changing its color, room users can take action and save
energy. At the Desigo CC management platform level, the Green
Leaf indicator in the plant viewer allows informed decisions on
how to operate your building economically and ecologically. This
way, the use of innovative applications sustainably cuts building
operating costs, preserves energy resources and lowers CO2
emissions, thus saving money and protecting the environment.

Use: active energy management by room users
With Desigo Room Automation (RA), the room user gets actively
involved in building energy management. The RoomOptiControl
energy efficiency function identifies unnecessary energy usage
and indicates it on the room operating unit. When the Green
Leaf’s color is green, the system ensures energy-optimized
operation. If the color changes to red, there is energy saving
potential – for example when blinds are closed and lights are on.
By pressing on the symbol, room control returns automatically
to energy-optimized operation. This way, the room user is
enabled to easily stop the waste of energy – with no need for
expert knowledge. Important: The intelligent RoomOptiControl
function ensures a comfortable room climate, good air quality,
the right room temperature level and optimum lighting, even in
energyoptimized operation.

Use: ventilation and air conditioning
AirOptiControl optimizes the volumetric air flow, thus providing
an excellent basis for energy-efficient operation of ventilation
and air conditioning systems. At the same time, comfort
control ensures adherence to the boundaries of temperature,
indoor air quality and humidity. The innovative, modular
designed application offers a number of function variants for
the control of air handling plants or for optimum fan operation.
Demand control can be varied depending on the design of
the VAV (variable air volume) controls installed in the plant.
AirOptiControl is suited for individual room systems or several
zones and also controls basic load heating.

Use: analysis and optimization of building’s energy balance
With Desigo CC, energy-related information can be delivered
quickly and straightforwardly. Using energy efficiency
coefficients, similar types of buildings can be compared with
each other. Facility managers are thus enabled to keep a close
watch of total energy usage, energy costs and CO2 emissions.
After entering the building and energy data, a detailed analysis
of the relevant building can be made while giving consideration
to the number of heating degree days, if the meter readings for
the same period of time (minimum 36 months) are available.

l

l

l
l

l

Added plant value due to the use of energy-saving, modern
equipment
Contribution to meeting the requirements of EN 15232 in
the highest efficiency classes

l

Room users save actively energy thanks to the Green Leaf

l

Leveraging the energy-saving potential and support for
economical and ecological building operations thanks to the
Green Leaf indicator

l

Perfect room climate for productive, healthy working
environment and well-being of room users

l

Up to 25 percent energy cost savings and contribution to
environmental protection

l

Energy costs reduced by up to 50 percent in comparison with
constant pressure control systems thanks to unique energy
efficiency mode for demand-based air volume control
Full adherence to the required temperature, indoor air
quality and humidity levels
Existing plants can be upgraded while ensuring short
payback times

Based on historical data, the system also delivers a consumption
forecast for the next 12 months, which becomes increasingly
accurate as data are continually recorded. When the calculation
is completed, a report can be printed.
		 Comparison of energy-related data between different types
of buildings

l

		 Presenting options for cutting building costs and reducing
the impact on the environment

l

Sustainable reduction of energy and building operating costs

Specific visualization options for managing and monitoring the
energyefficient plant operation with Desigo CC.
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Graphic evaluation of energy-related data on the
management platform Desigo CC:
– Presentation of historical energy consumption data
– Comparison and analysis of consumption periods
– Energy usage forecast
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Building automation

Building automation

Building automation means monitoring, control, regulation and optimization
facilities in buildings. It therefore constitutes an important component of technical
facility-management.
Room QR-Code

Highlights

l

Intelligent networking of building
architecture, systems technology and
room comfort
Needs-based control of individual
systems and thus reduction of energy
consumption

Different areas of application

The aim is to carry out function
sequences independently of the work
group and automatically according to
predetermined parameters, or to simplify
their operation or monitoring. All
sensors, actuators, operating elements,
loads and other technical units in the
building are networked with one
another. Processes can be summarized in
scenarios. The characteristic feature is
the decentralized arrangement of the
control units as well as the continuous
networking by means of a
communication network or bus system.

Depending on the application - whether
in data centres, functional buildings or
office buildings - the choice of the right
systems is crucial. Optimally matched
components are important. This reduces
installation and operating costs while
guaranteeing a high degree of failure
safety.

Regulations and control of primary
systems (heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning) with Desigo PX/TX

Regulations and control of primary
systems (heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning) with Desigo PX/TX

Web Server

Condensation
monitor for
cooling ceilings

Thermostat
for frost
monitoring

Variable speed
drive for fan
motors/pumps

Damper actuators
for air
conditioning
systems

Actuator and
valve for heating /
refrigeration
systems

Programmable

Air quality sensors for
room area

Temperature sensors
for heating /
refrigeration system

On-site operation
QMX7 for the room
user communicates via
TCP / IP directly with
the web server on the
PXC3 room controller

Pressure sensors
for heating /
cooling systems

Temperature /
humidity sensor for
air conditioning
systems

Configurable and
programmable

BACnet/IP

Room automation
station DXR2.E..

Room automation
station PXC3.E7..
Fire Alarm System

I/O modules TXM1..

Touch room operator
unit QMX7.E38

Lighting
Shading

DALI gateway
PXC3.E16A

Intrusion alarm system
Energy Management
Energy distribution

KNX PL-Link

HVAC primary systems

Room operator
unit QMX3
KNX PL-Link

l

Basics of building automation

Sensor
AQR25..

Extinguishing
Room automation
Perimeter monitoring
Video surveillance
Access control
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Emergency
lighting
VAV controller
GDB/GLB

I/O bix
RXM..

Room
operator
unir QMX3

Multi-sensor
UP258

Sensor
AQR25..

Lighting/
shading
actuators

3rd-party
S-Mode
devices

Lighting/shading
actuators

3rd-party
S-Mode
devices
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Fire alarm

Extinguishing

Fires can have a devastating effect and endanger goods and human life. It is
therefore particularly important that fire is detected as early and as reliably as
possible. Our systems are efficient and deception-proof - from the highly sensitive
smoke suction system to the multi-sensor smoke detector.

Fires rarely occur, but when they do, it is mostly with considerable consequences
regarding costs. In addition to reliable detection, a fast and efficient extinguising is a
key factor is to limit the damage and guarantee a fast recovery of business activities.

Why fire detection is important

Objectives of a wet - or dry
extinction

medium burns
considerable smoke
 medium damage

Earliest possible recognition of critical
situations

small burns
little smoke
 no damage

Reliable alarming of rescue workers

For a fire to break out, oxygen is required
along with a combustible agent and a
source of ignition. If all these three
elements come together, a fire can occur.
Every fire starts small. It is therefore even
more important that this development is
discovered as soon as possible and
tackled promptly. Once the so called
flashover occurs, fighting the fire is
significantly more difficult and the
damage is usually enormous.

Selection of the suitable
detectors
Based on these findings, the choice of the
correct fire detectors is a crucial aspect.
The detectors are selected depending on
the type of fire that can possible occur. In
this case, it is important to take into
account of possible disturbance variables
in order to avoid false alarms. Fire
detectors are to be tested and certified
according to different EN standards (fire
tests). Essentially, the distinction is made
between optical, thermal, optical/thermal,
linear or even flame or aspirating smoke
detectors.
FDOOTC

Removal of
fuel

Basic principles of extinguishing

Types of of extinguising solution

For a fire all three elements, oxygen,
combustible material (fuel) and heat
must be available must be present. If one
of these elements is removed, the fire
cannot spread and is extinguished. This is
also the basis for the functional principle
of automatic extinguishing systems.

The comprehensive portfolio for room and
object protection comprises solutions with
natural or chemical extinguishing agents,
gas/water - combined as well as water
mist solutions. It is important to ensure
that the solutions are tailored to specific
applications, the risk of fires and the local
requirements and regulations. A suitable
risk analysis and system planning as well
as the subsequent system maintenance
also contribute to a reliable fire protection.

Solutions with
chemical extinguishing
agents

Gas/watercombined solution

Solution with
water mist technology

FDOOT

Watermist (high pressure)

Sinorix H2O Jet

Spray flood systems
Individual
extinguishers

Fuel

en
yg
Ox

en
yg
Ox

en

en
yg
Ox

Fuel

at

Fuel

He

Fuel

at

TF 2

He

TF 3

at

TF 4

He

TF 5

at

at

TF 1

He

He

TF 6

Foam extinguishing

no heat
yg

only heat 

Sinorix H2O Gas

light

Sinorix 227 (not in CH)

dark 

Sinorix 1230

FDF

Sinorix al-deco STD/PLUS

FDL

FDT

invisible

Other
Applications
Sprinklers

FDL

EN45test fire
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Solutions with
natural extinguishing
agents

Ox

Temperature

Reduction of
oxygen (energy)
 Natural extinguishing
media

fuel

Basics of fire detection

smoke

Damage minimization by early
automatic intervention (extinction)

Sinorix CDT / CDTR

Control of automatic extinguishing and
evacuation systems

l

en

l

Avoidance of operational failures

Withdrawal of
heat (energy)
 Chem. extinguishing agent
 Water

Rapid removal of one of the elements
required for starting of a fire

yg

l

l

Flashover

Ox

l

oxygen

source of ignition

Sinorix N2  Ar  CO2

l

Ensure protection for people, assets
and business continuity

Relative Ansprechempfindlichkeit

l

severe burns
smoke and heat
 great damage

Fuel
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Fire alarm
!

Extinguishing
Flooding zone

Fault transmission

Discharged contact

Alarm transmission
Fire Alarm Control Panel
FC2020

FCnet

Sounder beacon
FDS221

Fire Alarm Control Panel
FC2040

Fire detectors central FC2020

Siren

FDnet

Flashing light

Gas

Smoke detectors
Detector base
FDSB291

Floor service terminal
FT2010

Aspirating smoke detector
FDA221

Hand fire detectors
FDM223

FDCIO224
Unput/output
module

ASA neural fire detector
FDOOT241-A9

Input module
FDCI222

ASA flame detectors
FDF241-9

Swing FunkGateway
FDCW241

Swing Funksmoke detector
FDOOT271

Loss of agent
contact

Light
warning sign

Extinguising
control-panel
XC10

FDnet

Hand button
DM1103-L

ASA neural fire detector
FDOOT241-A9

Emergency stop button
DM1103-S

ASA linear smoke detector
FDL241-9

Cylinder battery

ASA heat detector
FDT241

FDnet
ASA flame detectors
FDF241-9

Smoke detector
FDOOT241-A9-Ex
DA broad-band
smoke detector
FDO221

Cylinder valve

Manual call point
FDM223

Synoptic-drivers
FT2001-A1

Alarm sounder with
flashing light FDS229-R

Manual call point
FDM223-Ex
Input module
FDCI222

Alarm indicator
FDCAI221
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Ex line adaptor
FDCL221-Ex

ASA linear
smoke detector
FDL241-9

Floor display
FT2011

Air sampling smoke
detection kit FDBZ292
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Fire control

Evacuation

The absolute reliability of the fire protection system plays a vital role in building
technology. Fire control is an important task of the fire alarm system in case of need.
In addition to acoustic and visual warning signals, technical systems of building
technology are used. For example, the elevator is moved to a predefined floor and the
elevator doors are opened, while doors between individual fire sections are
automatically closed.

l

Fail-safe loop technology are shortcircuit and interruption-proof

l

Simple planning and commissioning

l

Flexible extension

l

l

Escape routes,
emergency

Air treatment systems

The aim of Public Address and
Voice Evacuation System:
Smoke extraction duct

The advantages at a glance:

Evacuating a complex campus or a large industrial area in case of an emergency is
not a simple undertaking. Nowadays different building parts are often used
individually and people with different native languages reside here. To make sure
that all persons can be informed about a hazardous situation at the same time, a
public address and voice evacuation system (PA-EVAC) provides valuable and helpful
services. By directly responding and calling on the people present, these can be
animated to leave the building in order and for self-rescue. This allows for the fastest
possible building evacuation without the occurrence of panic or jams. Life saving
seconds are used efficiently.

Visualization with LED modules or via
the building management system
Easy performance of legally prescribed
tests

To deliver short and clear voice
information with a high degree of
comprehensiveness to the corresponding
areas of a building, in order to:
l

l
l

Fire dampers prevent the distribution of
smoke over several sections. Fire smoke
control flaps are opened in gangways
and escape routes to evacuate toxic
fumes and enable evacuation.
While fire and smoke control flaps shut
off individual fire sections from the
smoke, fire smoke thinning systems
ensure that burnt gases are aspirated
from the smoke areas. The ventilation
systems keep escape routes and
staircases smoke-free by generating a
targeted overpressure.
The ventilation systems are
correspondingly set and controlled for all
these tasks. Siemens relies on the socalled ring bus technology. The Fire
control Panel FC20 is at the heart of this
system. It controls all functions from a
precisely prescribed plan, the fire control
16

matrix. The matrix is prescribed by the
fire
protection concept, the building code
and by the TRVB S 151 (Technical
Guideline for Preventive Fire Protection)
and complies with legal requirements.
Based on state-of-the-art technology, all
systems communicate with one another
and thus operate efficiently, safely and
even cost-effectively. The position of the
flaps or the activation of fans is either
indicated in clear text on the display of
the fire control panel or by means of
multicolored LEDs. Optional fire indicator
panels also provide information on the
position of the fire detection flaps and
whether the fans are switched on.
Depending on the particular danger
situation, the fire brigade can overwrite
these settings and actively intervene in
the fire situation.

Rapidly evacuate all persons from
dangerous areas to safety
Save human lives
Inform immediately and insure a
coordinated evacuation of the building

Danger

Event

Alarm

Recognition

Reaction

Listen, see, understand

Successful self-rescue

Comfort in normal operation

Alarming and Emergency

In the normal operation mode, the
electric-acoustic emergency warning
system is used to play background music,
for paging or sales offers, thus
enhancing the well-being ambience and
the sales figures. A real advantage for
any PA-EVAC owner. In case of
emergency operation however, an
orderly emergency response is achieved
by use of texts in different languages,
gaining life saving seconds.

The purpose of the alarming is to warn the
user of danger by means of voice signals
and to encourage the persons present to
self-rescue. Life saving seconds can be
gained even before the arrival of security
forces. The main challenge is to have the
message reach everybody in today›s
complex buildings as quickly as possible.
An PA-EVAC with stored digital texts is the
ideal and most appropriate means. A
manual or automatic trigger can be used
by a BMA and the ENS must correspond to
TRVB 158 S.
Stages of an evacuation
Triggering the PA-EVAC by BMA or manually
The PA-EVAC ends continuous background sound
Transmission of an attention signal
Evacuation message(s), in many languages if
possible.
Repetition of the announcement (s)
Possibly specific messages from the fire brigade
The building is being evacuated
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Fire control

Evacuation
Alarm trigger by BMA

Fire brigade intercom
according to ÖNORM F 3033

B

Fire dumper

A

Manual button /
Amok alarm

Visualization and control

FDnet

Room controller

FDCIO224
input/output module

ENS-central (building 1)
according to EN 54-4 / EN 54-16

Fire dumper

l
l

Audio source

FDCIO224
input/output module

l

l

Designer speakers
according to EN54-24

Fire Control Panel
FC2020

FCnet

l

A / B areas
Fire Control Panel
FC2020

A

B

Fire detectorpanel
FC2040

l

FDCIO224
input/output module

Max 256 digital audio channels via
Ethernet, up to 87 of them in
parallel operation

FDCIO224
Ventilator control

18

Ventilation system

B

Energy-saving digital amplifiers

A

Approvals according to EN54-16,
EN54-4 and EN54-24
Planning, installation,
commissioning and maintenance
according to TRVB 158 S

B

ENS-central (building 3)
according to EN 54-4 / EN 54-16

A / B areas

ENS-central (building 3)
according to EN 54-4 / EN 54-16

Wall speakers
according to EN54-24

Intercom

Horn speakers
according to EN54-24

FDCIO224
input/output module

A

Fully monitored with redundancy
and A / B speaker wiring

Smoke damper

Fire station

Ceiling speakers
according to EN54-24

Stylish intercoms with keyboard
extensions

Powerful DSP›s with many functions

l

Audio source

Decentralized, secure distribution
of intelligence

Over 1000 network nodes possible

Smoke damper

Remote controle
panel

Systems can be networked via
Ethernet

l

l

Desk callstation

Fully digital, innovative structure

l

l

ENS-central
(building 4) according to
EN 54-4 / EN 54-16

FDnet

2-way speakers
according to EN54-24

Projector speakers
according to EN54-24

Flashing lights for use
in very noisy environments

Manual trigger
Manual button /Amok alarm
Fire brigade intercom
according to
ÖNORM F 3033
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Access control

Access control
ERP systems

The access control system manages the access to a building or site via criteria
defined by the operator. They determine who, when and where has access, so that
only authorized persons have access to the restricted areas. Access authorization can
be limited to specific times and durations. Based on the proof of identity, an
employee.
Objectives of access control
l

l

SiPass integrated
Operating station
SiPass integrated
Server

WAN /
LAN

An access control system provides
access to authorized persons only

Card printer

It establishes who has access when,
and where

System
administrator

Visitor
management

Staff
management

Safety
controller

Graphic
Operating station

Access card

Ethernet

Access control

Basics of access control

Choice of the correct system

Access rights are assigned according to
personal, spatial and temporal criteria. It
will only allow persons identified with ID
card, PIN code or biometric features to
access certain areas. Access control
protects buildings, equipment and
persons and hinders the theft of
intellectual property.

For the evaluation of an access system it
is important to know the development
and the tasks of the access control
system, as well as the many
requirements to the access control
system. We basically make the
difference between offline and online
systems. For the past few years we have
added the NFC-technology (Near Field
Communication). This is the
international standard for transmission
for cost free exchange of data by radio
technology and distances of a few
centimetres. Applications and rights are
transferred via GSM and internet. In the
future, smartphones with an NFC
capable SIM card can be used to replace
access cards.

Offlinedoor lock

Advanced central
controller
AC5200

AFO5100
Output Module

Advanced central
controller
C5102

Elevatorcontrol

RS485
network

ADD5160
Door control module

Card reader

ADD5160
Door control module

Card reader

RS485
Netzwerk

ADD5160
Door control module

3D fingerprint reader
(biometric reader)

Card reader
The AFI5100 is a local interface
between AC5100 and devices used
for system monitoring (such as IR
detector).
AFI5100
Input Module

PIN/card reader
ADD5160
Door control module
Access card

Alarm and
control outputs
AFO5200
Input-/Output-Module
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Intrusion

Intrusion

Nothing can top the feeling of knowing that your family, your home and your place
of business are protected. As a means of protection against intrusion, comprehensive
systems and devices for the automatic detection of unauthorized access are used.
The aim of the protection systems is to initiate appropriate, silent or clearly
perceptible measures for the prevention of damage.

SPC
Alarm central

Flashing light

Alarm- and
fault transmission

Siren

LAN

X-BUS

Highlights:
Intrusion system can protect various
areas with different protection
objectives:
l

l

l

l

l

l

Display extension

Perimeter monitoring: Report
unauthorized entry or access on the
grounds

PC-operation

Key switch

LCD-Comfortoperation

Peripheries monitoring: Peripheries
monitoring: Attack on the building
exterior or building part
Room monitoring: Report movements
or intrusion into certain rooms or room
areas

Touch operation

Attack/ protection of persons: In case
of a threat, trigger alarm (silent/loud)
Access control: Allow certain persons
access to parts of the building at
certain times.

Perimeter protection areas

Sector 0

B

Peripheral monitoring B
E

Room monitoring C
Object monitoring D

D

F

Survival / Personal Protection E
Access control F
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C

Sector 1

Sector 2

Sector 3

Provider

3G/4G/Edge

Siway radio
extension module

Intrusion
detectors

Choice of the correct protection
concept

A

Perimeter monitoring A

Expander module

Router

Object monitoring: Attack on certain
individual objects in the building

Extension
module for
max. 2 doors

Magnet contact

C

Means of protection mostly occur based
on the shell principle: They begin with
the monitoring of the perimeter and
include to room and object monitoring
within a certain building. Depending on
the areas to be protected, different
detectors, systems and protective
measures are suitable for the detection
of intruders. The protection concept
includes all the individual measures
required to achieve the desired
protection objectives.

iPhone / iPAD /
Android operation

LCD-keypad

Audio verification module

Camera
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Video surveillance

Video surveillance
Video surveillance includes the observation of places and persons by optical
electronic surveillance systems such as video cameras. This type of monitoring is
often associated with the recording and analysis of the audiovisual data obtained. In
most cases the data is stored digitally, so it can be analysed by software.

RAID

l

l

Recording of events of various nature

l

Detection of heat/ fire

l

Face recognition

l

Detecting status changes

l

Detecting mass formation

l

Detecting theft

l

Mobile alarm
visualisation

Hard disk Camera
Server/Client
failure
External systems
Server/Client

Monitoring of: crossings
of areas or lanes,
loitering, removal of
objects, quantity
recognition, automatic
object tracking,
identification of license
plates, detection of
dangerous goods

Surveillance of rooms, buildings and
premises

Switch

I/O Contacts

Video analytics:

Highlights:

Watchdog
hardware

Smartphones

Watchdog
Software
Application/Services

VMS

Tablets

IT-Monitoring

Operating systems
File monitoring

3rd party MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

VMS
VMS Server

 Übersicht Aussen  Logistik
 Administration

Option:
OPC-SRV

Option:
RAID Storage

 Parking UG

VMS supports the
respective management
systems via OPC

 Anlieferung  Übersicht SiWatch 3G

Sign recognition (e.g. license plate
recognition)

Switch

Backend-analysis:
Forensic search based on: Object size,
color, direction of movement, speed

VMS-Client

Videowall

WAN / LAN

Local long-term
storage

Basics of video surveillance
The functioning of a camera can be
compared with that of the human eye. It
perceives an object or a person via a lens
and saves the recording on a chip.
Today›s safety-relevant systems are
becoming ever more comprehensive and
complex and also have varying security
requirements. Using a video surveillance

Router

system security services are provided for
24 hours a day and 7 days a week. State
of the art solutions include various types
of cameras via image analysis systems
and video management stations capable
of evaluating the recorded images and
informing the responsible staff
immediately of a certain result.

Switch
Provider

Switch
Router

Mobile video system

LAN/PoE

Indoor- and Outdoor applications

Local
storage

Analogic-IP-cameras

Switch

WLANKameras

WLANKameras

WLANcameras

WLANKameras

Switch

Wireless

I/O Contacts
Switch

Router
Wireless
Router

Wireless
Router

Wireless
Router

Wireless
Router

Smartphones

Encoder for
analogic camera
Frontend-Analysis:
Thermal imaging cameras
Tablets
Megapixel cameras (1MB – 20MB)
Analogic cameras via Encoder

Smartphones

Smartphones
WLANTablets Tablets

Smartphones

Tabl

Tablets
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SiNVR-Server
SiNVR-ULT Server
Lizenz bis zu 64 Server

SiNVR-Server

Option: SiNVR-ULT Server
Lizenz bis zu 64 Server
RAID Storage

SiNVR-Server

Option: SiNVR-ULT Server
RAID Storage
Lizenz bis zu 64 Server

SiNVR-Server

Option:SiNVR-ULT Server
Lizenz bis zu 64 Server
RAID Storage
rd

Option:
RAID Storage

rd

Ownership rights of the logo belong to IFIN-HH/ELI-NP.

Extreme Light Infrastructure
- Nuclear Physics (ELI-NP) state of the art technology
for safety and security,
Magurele, Romania
ELI-NP is going to be the most advanced research

The fire safety, extinguishing and security

infrastructure in the world focusing on

solutions consists of Siemens systems and

photonuclear physics studies and applications.

technologies: control software platforms like

As the first large scale European research facility

Danger Management MM8000 and building

in Romania, the project is likely to become the

management system Desigo 5 integrating fire

flagship of the national scientific research,

safety system Cerberus PRO, extinguishing system

covering frontier fundamental physics, new		

Sinorix 1230, anti-intrusion system SPC, access

nuclear physics and astrophysics, as well as

control system SiPass and video surveillance Sistore

applications in nuclear materials management,

MX. This important and complex reference project

materials science and life sciences.

was implemented successfully by Romtest
Electronic, Siemens Solution Partner in Romania.
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Innovative solutions
for a smart building Central European
University (CEU),
Budapest, Hungary
In considering the design of the building
systems for the new CEU campus,
Siemens’ task was to ensure the function
and intuitive manageability of the building
automation and security technology. A
system of this kind contains few elements
that operate in isolation and without
impacting other system elements. CEU also
required that the building be energyefficient and environmentally responsible.
This required innovative solutions like
Siemens’ Desigo CC.

«knows» where and how much used air
should be replaced with fresh air. Energy
efficiency is supported by a function that
automatically ventilates the entire building
based on measurements of indoor air
quality and temperature, and external air
and weather conditions. Ventilation and
temperature can also be adjusted based on
a room’s occupancy or time of day. The
building’s fire alarm, access control, and
camera systems were also integrated into
the design.

For example, now, the ventilation system
of lecture halls is controlled automatically
by signals from air quality monitoring
sensors. As a result, the ventilation system

Siemens state-of-the-art technology is an
important part of CEU’s two new buildings,
contributing to energy efficiency and
cost savings.
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Safety and comfort for
Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel,
Ljubljana, Slovenia
To increase the safety and comfort of their
guests, the Radisson Blue Plaza Hotel
Ljubljana needed a smart solution. The
Siemens Solution Partner installed a
Cerberus PRO fire protection system as well
as a range of building automation
solutions.

be invisible to guests. The solution,
installed by A koda plus Ltd., Siemens
Slovenia Solution Partner consisted of the
Cerberus PRO fire protection system as well
as a range of building automation
solutions, all managed by the Desigo
Insight system.

The luxury hotel Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel
Ljubljana required an integrated solution
to ensure the safety and comfort of their
guests. Apart from reliable and efficient
the comfort and safety devices also had to

Now, Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel in Ljubljana
beneficiates from state-of-the-art safety,
security and energy efficiency thanks to
Siemens discreet and architecturally
harmonized solutions.

Safety of the students
personnel and equipment
come first in an university.
University in Rijeka, Croatia

10 buildings and over
100,000 m2 of challenges

This project’s greatest challenge was to
integrate the central control and
management systems of the ten buildings
constituting the University Campus into
one service within the University›s
technical department – the Department
for Control and Management.
Synova and Sinteso solutions are used for
fire detection, SiPass for acces control and
Siemens SPC series for anti-theft
protection. The main advantage of the
current fire detection system, which was
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supplied by Siemens, is in the total
solution for surveillance and monitoring of
a building complex like University Campus
Rijeka that currently has 10 buildings
(many more are planned), and many more
advantages like an integral approach to all
systems (safety systems and systems of fire
and gas protection), management of these
with a small number of staff, service
support and authorized licensed partners
in maintenance, and reducing costs of
energy consumption.
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Maximum comfort and reliable safety
for Sofia Ring Mall, Bulgaria
The newest and largest shopping mall in Bulgaria was
equipped with a Building Management System from the
Desigo family as well as with a complete range of fire
safety products and security systems - Cerberus PRO,
XC10, MM8000, SiPass Integrated and Vectis IX IP CCTV.
Siemens Building Products Bulgaria meets the client’s
request for optimal energy efficiency without sacrificing
comfort and for a state-of-the-art fire safety and security
installation, capable of reliable protection of both people
and assets.
Now, Sofia Ring Mall beneficiates from building
performance that provides both maximum comfort
and reliable safety – a proven way to retain the end
customer’s satisfaction and the key goal for the
shopping mall’s management. Also, there is a substantial
decrease of energy consumption which means lower
costs and long-term sustainability.

The first Desigo CC reference in South
East Europe - Acibadem City Clinic
Cancer Center in Sofia, Bulgaria
The first Desigo CC reference in South East Europe is
Acibadem City Clinic Cancer Center in Sofia, Bulgaria.
The clinic has a total area of 10,000 sqm and a 80-bed
capacity. Its medical staff exceeds 240 doctors and
healthcare professionals.
Siemens Bulgaria Solution Partner, New System Ltd.,
implemented DESIGO CC with 3500 data points.
The project included the integration of room
temperature thermostats and VRF units, DDC and
field equipment for 11 Air handling units, DDC
and field equipment for heating and cooling center,
monitoring and control of ventilation in general areas,
monitoring and control of chillers, pump, fans and
others, monitoring and control of smoke dampers
system and of diesel generator using Modbus protocol
along with the monitoring of fire safety and security
systems, including fire alarm, intrusion detection
and access control systems, monitoring of power
supply system and of medical emissions system.
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For more
informations
about
The Crystal
scan the QR code:

The Crystal, the global center for sustainable urban
development built and operated by Siemens in
London, is setting new standards in environmentally
friendly and sustainable buildings. Award with LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
Platinum, BREEAM (Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment) “Outstanding” certificate,
the Crystal consumes 46 percent less energy and
emits 65 percent less carbon dioxide than comparable
office buildings.
The advanced Desigo building automation system
from Siemens controls and monitors all building
operating parameters while the Siemens Advantage
Operation Center (AOC) in Frankfurt, Germany,
handles remote maintenance. The Crystal’s users and
visitors can see the latest energy and water
consumption figures on Green Building monitors,
motivating them to adopt environmentally friendly
and sustainable practices in their own lives.

When building technology creates perfect places –
that’s Ingenuity for life.
Never too cold. Never too warm.
Always safe. Always secure.
With our knowledge and technology, our products,
our solutions and our services, we turn places into
perfect places.
We create perfect places for their users’ needs –
for every stage of life.
#CreatingPerfectPlaces
siemens.com/perfect-places
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